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Abstract

These reflections, written in honor of Kenneth Arrow, sketch out how one political scientist

thinks about Arrow’s theorem and its implications for voting rules. The basic claim is that Arrow’s

theorem means that all real-world voting rules are problematic in two quite specific ways — namely,

they can be neither ‘strategyproof’ nor ‘spoilerproof’. However, Condorcet’s pairwise version of

majority rule, while not a fully specified voting rule because of the cyclical majorities problem, is itself

both strategyproof and spoilerproof. Moreover, the cycling problem seems to occur only rarely in

practice.
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edited by Elizabeth Maggie Penn



REFLECTIONS ON ARROW’S THEOREM AND VOTING RULES

Though Kenneth Arrow’s ‘impossibility theorem’ has occupied my mind off and on for some

50 years, I was never introduced to it as an undergraduate government major at Harvard from 1960

to 1963. (But then I was never introduced to ‘political behavior’ either.)  However, I subsequently

discovered that Arrow (along with Duncan Black and Anthony Downs) appeared under the topic of

‘Voting as a Means of Optimizing’ on the syllabus of a course on Political Economizing taught by

Edward Banfield that I collected during the first week of the Fall 1961 semester.1 Once I began my

graduate studies in political science at Berkeley in Fall 1963, I soon became aware of Arrow’s

theorem (and certainly of political behavior). But, as I recall, I did not actually acquire my copy of

Arrow’s book (now very well worn) until the latter part of my graduate career when, having passed

preliminary exams in three traditional political science fields, I began to undertake my largely self-

taught education in the newly developing field of public choice/social choice/positive political theory.2

Since then my teaching and scholarly work has been regularly influenced by Arrow. Regrettably, I

never actually met Arrow, though I heard him speak at the 2001 Public Choice Society meeting in

San Antonio on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of the first edition of Social
Choice and Individual Values (1951). 

This essay sketches out how I, as a more or less conventional political scientist with an

interest in social choice theory, think that Arrow’s theorem, and its implications for voting rules, may

best be conveyed to undergraduates and beginning graduate students, as well as to political science

colleagues unfamiliar with the literature on social choice and voting. The exposition may be of some

interest to the specialist readers of this journal as well. In any case, I focus entirely on the implications

of Arrow’s theorem for voting rules and do not address its implications for welfare economics.

Therefore, I think of Arrow’s ‘alternatives’ as candidates or possible legislative outcomes (not

‘complete descriptions of social states’) and his ‘individuals’ as voters (in an electorate or a legislative

body); his ‘preference orderings’ become  ‘ballot rankings’, and his ‘social welfare functions’ underlie

voting rules for choosing candidates or policies. Of course, this is a fairly standard way of thinking

about Arrow’s theorem (cf. Samuelson 1967).

Various common claims concerning the implications of Arrow’s theorem for voting and

democracy seem to me considerably overdrawn, imprecise, or otherwise unsatisfactory. The most

sweeping claim is that Arrow’s theorem means that democracy is impossible. Democracy entails

much more than voting rules, and clearly many political systems commonly characterized as

democratic actually exist and often seem to function satisfactorily. While the ‘late’ Riker (1982) —

in contrast to the ‘early’ Riker (1953) — would say that these are (merely) ‘liberal democracies’, not

‘populist democracies’, and that Arrow’s theorem implies that populist democracy, in which the

1     Harvard students did not actually register for classes until the end of second week of the semester, so

it was customary to shop around for courses during the first week or so.

2    I was not entirely self-taught; in 1969 I took a seminar on Formal Models in Politics taught by the

newly arrived and very junior assistant professors Michael Leiserson and Robert Axelrod — probably one of the

first such political science courses taught anywhere outside of Rochester.
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‘popular will’ (or at least ‘majority will’) is faithfully translated into public policy, is impossible,  I

would attribute failure to realize ‘populist’ democracy much more to the kinds of evidence set out

recently by Achen and Bartels (2016) than to Arrow’s theorem. A less sweeping claim is that Arrow’s
theorem means that there is no perfect voting rule. However, this claim is hardly surprising, while

Arrow’s theorem is generally said to be surprising. Moreover, a voting rule that satisfied democratic

conditions no stronger than ‘non-dictatorship’ and ‘non-imposition’ along with the other Arrow

conditions would hardly qualify as ‘perfect’. A still less sweeping claim (implied by the subtitle Why
Elections Aren’t Fair of Poundstone, 2008) is that Arrow’s theorem means that every voting rule is
unfair, but this begs the question of the meaning of fairness. My preferred one-sentence claim is that

Arrow’s theorem means that all real-world voting rules are problematic in two quite specific ways
— namely, they are neither ‘strategyproof’ nor ‘spoilerproof’. But at the same time, many voting

rules are problematic in other ways that cannot be blamed on Arrow’s theorem.3 

We consider a finite set of voters and a finite (and typically small) set of alternatives (e.g.,

candidates or proposals). Each voter has a preference ordering over the alternatives, and each voter

submits a ballot ranking of the alternatives, which may or may not correspond to the voter’s

preference ordering. A collection of ballot rankings, one for each voter, is a ballot profile. A

preference aggregation rule maps every possible ballot profile into a social preference relation
between every pair of alternatives. A social choice rule selects ‘best’ or ‘winning’ alternatives for

every ballot profile and subset of alternatives. A voting rule selects a unique ‘best’ or ‘winning’

alternative for every ballot profile and subset of alternatives.4

I will use the following now standard notation to indicate social preference between pairs of

alternatives: x ™ y means that ‘x is better than y’ (or ‘x is strictly preferred to y’), x š y means that ‘x
is at least as good as y’ (or ‘x is preferred or indifferent to y’), and x ~ y means that ‘x and y are

equally good’ (or ‘x and y are indifferent’). If x š y and y š z imply x š z, the social preference

relation is transitive and produces a social ordering of alternatives (similar to an individual preference

ordering or ballot ranking) and assures that ‘best’ or ‘most socially preferred’ alternatives exist.

We shall give particular consideration to the two longtime rival preference aggregation rules

proposed by Borda (1784) and Condorcet (1785). Let n(xy) be the number of voters who rank x
above y on their ballots. Under (relative) majority rule (as advocated by Condorcet), x ™ y if n(xy)

> n(yx), y ™ x if n(yx) > n(xy), and x ~ y if n(xy) = n(yx). Under the Borda rule, an alternative x earns

one Borda point for each alternative that it is ranked above on each ballot and a Borda score B(x)

equal to its points summed over all ballots, and x ™ y if B(x) > B(y), y ™ x if B(y) > B(x), and x ~ y
if B(x) = B(y). 

3     For a catalog of problematic (or ‘paradoxical’) features of many voting rules, see Felsenthal (2012).

4     Thus I define a voting rule as incorporating tie-breaking and similar mechanisms, though I will avoid

the problem of ties in these reflections. I also acknowledge that this definition excludes approval and range voting

as voting rules, since they do not operate on ballot profiles as defined in the Arrovian setup. 
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To give a lay audience a sense of Arrow’s theorem, I find it useful first to present May’s

(1952) theorem, even though May follows the earliest version of Arrow’s work by several years.

May’s theorem deals with the special case of social choice between just two alternatives — for

example, a two-candidate election or a proposal that may be either adopted or rejected. May

identified three conditions that an aggregation rule may meet and which are intuitively understandable

and appealing in many (though not all) circumstances.

 First, a rule is anonymous if it does not discriminate among voters — that is, if it depends

only on the number, not the identity, of voters submitting each ballot ranking. Second, a rule is

neutral if it does not discriminate among alternatives — that is, if two alternative switch places in the

ballot rankings of every voter, social preference between them is likewise switched. Third, a rule is

positively responsive if, whenever x š y and a voter then raises x relative to y in his ballot ranking

(while all other rankings remain the same), the result is that x ™ y; thus social indifference is a knife-

edge condition that is broken positively when any voter changes the way he ranks the two indifferent

alternatives.

May’s theorem says this: given two alternatives, a preference aggregation rule is anonymous,
neutral, and positively responsive if and only if it is (relative) majority rule.5 Variants of majority

rule include absolute majority rule, under which x ™ y only if n(xy) > n/2, and various supramajority
rules (up to and including unanimity rule), under which x ™ y only if n(xy) $ q×n for some q such

that n/2 < q # 1 (e.g., q = b). Such rules are neutral but not positively responsive if x ~ y in the event

that n(xy) < q×n and n(yx) < q×n; they are positively responsive but not neutral in the event that (say)

y ™ x unless n(xy) > q×n, e.g., where y is some favored (constitutional, legislative, or other) status

quo. Weighted relative majority rule (as used in stockholders’ meetings, international organizations,

etc.) is neutral and positively responsive but (by design) not anonymous. 

Arrow (1951) considered the multi-alternative case and therefore introduced two additional

conditions that become relevant only in this case. One is independence of irrelevant alternatives
(IIA), which requires that social preferences over any subset of alternatives depend only on the ballot

rankings over the same subset. Since ‘any subset’ includes any pair, IIA in effect requires that social

choice be based on pairwise individual rankings, and it thus rules out the Borda rule and many

(arguably all) other real-world voting rules. For example, if voters 1 and 2 both rank x over y over

z while voter 3 ranks y over x over z, x (with a Borda score of 5) is socially preferred to y (with a

Borda score of 4) but, if 3 reverses his ranking of x and z, x and y (both with Borda scores of 4) are

now socially indifferent, even though no voter’s ranking of x and y has changed. 

IIA is a subtle condition that does not have the immediate intuitive appeal of May’s

conditions. Moreover, it has been the source of considerable confusion and controversies of

interpretation (e.g., Ray 1973, Bordes and Tideman 1991, McLean 1995, 2003). Even though Arrow

(1951: 23) himself identified ‘the rank-order method of voting frequently used in clubs’ (i.e., the

5     Of course, many distinct voting rules — for example, plurality rule, Borda rule, Instant Runoff

Voting (IRV), etc. — are equivalent to majority rule in the special case of two alternatives.
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Borda rule) as a method that does not satisfy IIA, he later (1963:110) said that ‘every known

electoral system satisfies this condition [IIA]’. In contrast, Penn (2015) observed in her recent survey

of Arrow’s theorem and its descendants that ‘virtually every real-world voting system violates it

[IAA]’.

It is sometimes said that IIA rules out consideration of preference ‘intensity’. In some sense

this may be true, but more fundamentally the Arrovian framework itself rules out most intensity

considerations, because a preference aggregation rule is defined as mapping profiles of ballot rankings
(or preference orderings) into social preferences.  Certain comparisons of preference intensity may

be possible in an ordinal framework. For example, it seems that we can say that a voter who ranks

x over y over z expresses a stronger preference for x over z than for either x over y or y over z (which

the Borda rule takes account of but which majority rule ignores).  But it does not follow that such

a voter expresses a stronger preference for x over z than a voter who ranks z over x over y expresses

for z over x (which the Borda rule in effect presumes but majority rule does not).

Given its pairwise nature, majority rule (along with its variants) clearly satisfies IIA. So we

arrive at this multi-alternative variant of May’s theorem: a preference aggregation rule satisfies
anonymity, neutrality, positive responsiveness, and IIA if and only if it is majority rule (applied to
each pair of alternatives).6 

The other condition that Arrow introduces and is relevant only when there are more than two

alternatives is that the social preference relation generated by a preference aggregation rule is

transitive (like individual preference orderings or ballot rankings) and therefore produces a social

ordering of the alternatives — or, in Arrow’s (perhaps unfortunate) language, that the aggregation

rule is a social welfare function.7 Clearly the Borda rule meets this condition but, as is (now) well

known, majority rule has a problem in this respect. Some 165 years before Arrow wrote, Condorcet

(1785) discovered that majority rule can produce ‘contradictory’ social preferences, as exemplified

by the following preference profile illustrating what Arrow (1951: 2) referred to as the ‘well-known

“paradox of voting”’: voter 1 ranks x over y over z; voter 2 ranks z over x over y; and voter 3 ranks

y over z over x. Majority rule maps this profile into an intransitive social preference relation such that

x ™ y and y ™ z but z ™ x. Such ‘cyclical’ social preferences were independently rediscovered (and so

named) by Dodgson (1876). A few years later, Nanson (1882) indicated that he was familiar with

Condorcet’s work (though not Dodgson’s) and with cyclical majorities. At essentially the same time

as Arrow was formulating the problem of social choice, Black (1948) independently rediscovered the

6     The Borda rule satisfies all of these conditions except IIA. Another definition of neutrality (e.g., Sen

1970, p. 72) is stronger in the multi-alternative case and itself implies IIA.  However, the Borda rule is neutral in

the commonsensical way defined above, even though it violates IIA.

7     Since I state Arrow’s theorem in terms of preference aggregation rules, I (like Penn 2015) treat

transitivity of social preference as an independent condition. On the other hand, I take the domain of a preference

aggregation rule to be all logically possible ballot profiles, so I do not treat Arrow’s ‘universal domain’ condition

as an independent condition.
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problem of cyclical majorities (and, as reported in Black 1958, subsequently rediscovered

Condorcet’s and Dodgson’s work). But there is little or nothing else to indicate that the paradox of

voting was actually ‘well-known’ at the time of publication of Arrow’s book. Shortly thereafter, Dahl

and Lindblom (1953; 422), citing Arrow, characterized the paradox of voting as ‘a minor difficulty

in voting that people with a mathematical turn of mind enjoy toying with’. The practical implications

of Arrow’s theorem (and of social choice theory generally) for voting rules — as well as one’s

assessment of the dispute between Riker (1982) and Mackie (2003) concerning the possibility of

‘populist democracy’ — turn in large part on whether Dahl and Lindbloom’s causal dismissal of the

paradox is justified. 

The transitivity condition rules out majority rule (and other pairwise rules), while IIA rules

out non-pairwise rules. Taken together, these considerations give us what we may call ‘May’s

impossibility theorem’: given two or more voters and three or more alternatives, no preference
aggregation rule simultaneously satisfies the conditions of anonymity, neutrality, positive
responsiveness, independence of irrelevant alternatives, and transitivity. 

Finally, we turn to Arrow’s theorem itself. What Arrow (1951) demonstrated is that, even if

May’s conditions are radically weakened and even if we look beyond majority rule to all possible

aggregation rules, the impossibility remains. First, Arrow weakened the condition of anonymity to

non-dictatorship, which rules out only the most radical kind of inequality among voters — namely,

the existence  of a voter (a ‘dictator’) whose ballot ranking wholly determines social preference

(regardless of the rankings of other voters). Second, Arrow weakened the condition of neutrality to

non-imposition, which rules out only the most radical kind of inequality among alternatives —

namely, the existence of a pair of alternatives x and y such that x is never socially preferred to y
(regardless of the rankings of voters). Third, Arrow weakened positive responsiveness to non-
negative responsiveness, which requires that, whenever x ™ y and a voter raises x relative to y in his

ballot ranking (while all other rankings remain the same), it remains true that x ™ y; and that,

whenever x ~ y and a voter raises x relative to y in his ranking (while all other rankings remain the

same), the result is that x š y. 

Arrow’s theorem, as presented in Arrow (1951), then states the following: given two or more
voters and three or more alternatives, no preference aggregation rule simultaneously satisfies the
conditions of non-dictatorship, non-imposition, non-negative responsiveness, independence of
irrelevant alternatives, and transitivity. In the second edition of his book, Arrow  (1963) replaced

the combination of non-imposition and non-negative responsiveness with the implied but weaker

condition of unanimity (or weak Pareto), which requires that x ™ y whenever individual ballots 

unanimously rank x over y.8

There are now many proofs of Arrow’s theorem, including recent ones based on Barbera’s

(1980) notion of  ‘pivotal voters’ (e.g., Geanakopolos 2005, Fey 2014). But I like best Sen’s (2014,

pp. 35-37) proof, which as he says ‘follows Arrow’s own line of reasoning, but through some

8     Arrow’s conditions can be further weakened in various ways; for an accessible survey, see Penn

(2015).
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emendations that make it agreeably short and rather easy to follow’. Like most proofs, it assumes that

all of Arrow’s conditions hold other than non-dictatorship and shows that this assumption implies that

the aggregation rule is dictatorial. It proceeds in four steps (and I follow Sen’s exposition closely).

(1) Definition of decisiveness. Given a preference aggregation rule, a set D of voters is

decisive for a pair of alternatives {x,y} if, whenever all voters in D rank x over y (or

y over x), it follows that x ™ y (or y ™ x), regardless of the ballots of voters not in D.

Note that this is merely a definition and does not itself claim that decisive sets exist

under any particular aggregation rule.

(2) Decisiveness is ‘contagious’. If a set D of voters is decisive for {x,y}, it follows from

Arrow’s conditions that D is decisive for every pair of alternatives. Consider the

following partially specified ballot profile with respect to four alternatives x, y, a, and

b: all voters in D rank a over x over y over b, while all voters not in D rank a over x
and y over b. By Arrow’s unanimity condition (or the combination of his non-

imposition and non-negative responsiveness conditions), a ™ x and y ™ b; by the

decisiveness of D for {x,y}, x ™ y; and by Arrow’s transitivity condition, a ™ y, x ™

b, and in particular a ™ b.  Given that it must be that a ™ b while we have specified

ballot rankings of a and b only for voters in D, by Arrow’s IIA condition D is decisive

also for {a,b}. Since the same argument can be made for any other pair of alternatives

other than {x,y}, D is decisive for every pair of alternatives.

(3) A decisive set contains a decisive subset. Given a decisive set D of two or more

voters, it follows from Arrow’s conditions that D contains a proper subset that is also

decisive. Partition D into two non-empty subsets DN and DOand consider the

following partially specified ballot profile with respect to three alternatives x, y, and

z: all voters in DN rank x over y and x over z, and all voters in DO rank x over y and

z over y. (Voters not in D may have any rankings.) By the decisiveness of D, x ™ y.

We separately consider these two possibilities: (i) z š x or (ii) x ™ z. Given (i), by

Arrow’s transitivity condition, z ™ y. Given that z ™ y and we have specified ranking

of z and y only for voters in DO, by Arrow’s IIA condition DO is decisive for {z,y} and

therefore by step (2) is decisive for every pair of alternatives. Given (ii) and the fact

that we have specified rankings over x and z only for voters in DN, by Arrow’s IIA

condition DN is decisive for {x,z} and  therefore is decisive for every pair. Thus one

or other of the two proper subsets of D is itself  decisive.

(4) There is a one-voter decisive set. By Arrow’s unanimity condition (or the

combination of his non-imposition and non-negative responsiveness conditions), the

set of all voters is decisive. Given that the number of voters is finite, repeated

application of step (3) leads to a one-voter decisive set, i.e., a dictator.

The trouble with this and other proofs of Arrow’s theorem is that they do not convey an

intuitive sense as to how Arrow’s conditions combine to rule out all preference aggregation rules,

though they do suggest that transitivity and IIA do much of the heavy lifting. Less formal argument

provides more insight.
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Arrow’s (and May’s) impossibility theorems demonstrate the incompatibility of five conditions

on preference aggregation rules; three are intuitive and appealing (minimal or strict) ‘democratic’

conditions (i.e., non-dictatorship or anonymity, non-imposition or neutrality, and non-negative or

positive responsiveness), while two are less intuitive and appealing ‘technical’ conditions (i.e., IIA

and transitivity).  But for all practical purposes, the ‘Arrow problem’ lies in the near incompatibility

of the two ‘technical’ conditions, for they are in effect at war with each other.9 While IIA demands

that social preference be based on pairwise individual rankings, rankings aggregated in a pairwise

manner violate transitivity at some ballot profiles. The ‘democratic’ conditions by themselves have

little to do with Arrovian impossibility; they simply rule out resolving the conflict between transitivity

and IIA in quite unsatisfactory ways —  by means of a dictatorial rule or a rule that imposes a fixed

(as by ‘sacred tradition’) social ordering. While dictatorial and imposed rules satisfy both ‘technical’

conditions, it is a stretch to call either a ‘preference aggregation rule’.

If even minimally democratic preference aggregation rules violate one or other of the two

‘technical’ conditions, the next question is what consequences these violations have for real-world

voting rules. In fact, these consequences can be specifically identified and they are quite bothersome.

In undergraduate classes, I have regularly made this point by referring to a letter sent to the

Washington Post in 2004 by an annoyed local organizer for the Green Party, which asked the

following question.

[Electoral engineering] isn’t rocket science. Why is it that we can put a man on the moon but

can’t come up with a way to elect our president that allows voters to vote for their favorite

candidate, allows multiple candidates to run and present their issues and . . . [makes] the

‘spoiler’ problem . . . go away? 

The letter writer was asking for a voting rule that (1) allows for more than two candidates (or other

options), (2) never gives voters an incentive to submit ballot rankings that do not reflect their ‘honest’

preferences, and (3) avoids the ‘spoiler’ problem in its several variants.10 The answer to the letter

writer’s question is that electoral engineering meeting these stipulations is in fact more difficult than

rocket science, since Arrow’s theorem implies that no minimally democratic voting rule can meet

them.  Moreover, it is precisely the combination of the two ‘technical’ conditions that is the source

of the problem.

9      This point is forcefully illustrated in a working paper by Dougherty and Heckelman (2017). They

generate large samples of simulated three-alternative ballot profiles with varying numbers of voters derived from

an ‘impartial culture’, an ‘impartial anonymous culture’, and ANES thermometer scores for candidates in several

US presidential elections with significant third candidates. They then apply seven common preference aggregation

rules (plurality, anti-plurality, Hare/IRV, Nanson, Borda, Copeland, and pairwise majority rule) to these profiles,

and determine how frequently each rule violates one or more of Arrow’s (1963) conditions. With very few

exceptions, at most one condition is violated at each profile, and it is either IIA or transitivity. More specifically,

majority rule occasionally violates transitivity, while the other rules frequently violate IIA.

10     The letter writer in fact advocated the use of IRV, which indeed comes closer to meeting

requirements (2) and (3) than ordinary plurality rule does but does not fully meet them and, moreover, fails to meet

one other requirement (non-negative responsiveness) that plurality rule does meet.
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Requirement (2) is commonly called strategyproofness, and the Gibbard-Satterthwaite

(Gibbard 1973; Satterthwaite 1975) theorem famously states the following: given three or more
alternatives, every strategyproof voting rule is dictatorial. Gibbard’s version of the theorem explicitly

invokes Arrow’s theorem in its proof. More recently, Reny (2001) presented side-by-side proofs of

the Arrow and Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorems to highlight their close connection. Elsewhere Muller

and Satterthwaite (1977) demonstrated the equivalence strategyproofness and a condition they call

strong positive association. Given two ballot profiles P and P Nsuch that every voter who ranks x over

any other alternative y in P also ranks x over y in P N(though rankings of other alternatives may differ),

this condition requires that, if x is the social choice given P, x is also the social choice given P N. 

Strong positive association in effect combines the two Arrow conditions of non-negative

responsiveness and IIA. A voting rule based on a preference aggregation function that violates non-

negative responsiveness encourages ‘dishonest’ voting in an obvious way.  That a voting rule based

on a preference aggregation function that violates of IIA may induce voters to misrepresent their

preferences is evident from the three-voter Borda rule example given earlier to demonstrate violation

of IIA — if voter 3 truly prefers y to x to z, he can benefit by ranking y over z over x, so that x is no

longer a clear winner.

On the other hand, majority rule complies with both IIA and positive responsiveness and, as

a preference aggregation rule, is clearly strategyproof. Suppose x ™ y. No voters with the opposite

preference can misrepresent their preferences in anyway to change this social preference. Changing

their ballot rankings between x and y cannot help because majority rule is positively responsive;

changing any other rankings cannot help either because majority rule satisfies IIA.

 Of course, the rub here is that majority rule is merely a preference aggregation rule; since 

it may produce cyclical social preferences at some profiles, it is not a fully specified voting rule. A

voting rule based on majority rule must specify a winning alternative in the event there is no

(Condorcet) winner but rather a ‘top cycle’.  The rule for breaking the cycle — whether Black’s

(1958, p. 66) suggested use of Borda’s method as a fallback, Dodgson’s or Kemeny’s methods, 

incomplete pairwise voting of the parliamentary type, or anything else — must in one way or other

itself violate IIA and thus opens the rule up to strategic misrepresentation of preferences.11 

Requirement (3) may be called spoilerproofness, and it pertains to the consistency of social

choice as the set of alternatives (‘the agenda’) actually voted on expands or contracts while ballot

rankings remain unchanged. When the agenda expands, a consistent voting rule either selects the

same winning alternative or selects one of the newly available alternatives (but not a different

previously available alternative); likewise, when the agenda contracts, a consistent rule selects the

same winning alternative provided that it remains available. An inconsistent voting rule is distinctly

bothersome and encourages various kinds of mischief, as the outcome of voting depends

unreasonably on the nature of the agenda and on the agents or forces that shape the agenda. It is well

11      Indeed, even if honest ballot rankings imply a clear majority rule winner, it may be open to one or

more voters to ‘contrive a (top) cycle’ by misrepresenting their preferences over other alternatives, which may then

be resolved in a way favorable to their honest preferences. 
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known that many voting rules, particularly including the familiar (in the US, UK, and Canada)

plurality rule, frequently violate this condition.12 

The connection between Arrow’s theorem and spoilerproofness is less clearly established than

the connection between the theorem and strategyproofness — indeed, it has been a matter of

confusion going back to Arrow’s original discussion of IIA (1963: 26):

Suppose that an election is held, with a certain number of candidates in the field, each

individual filing his list of preferences [i.e., ballot rankings], and then one of the candidates

dies. Surely the social choice should be made by taking each of the individual's preference

lists, blotting out completely the dead candidate's name, and considering only the orderings

of the remaining names in going through the procedure of determining the winner.

The Borda rule, for example, does not follow this ‘sure’ expectation. However, Mackie (2003: 130),

among others, has suggested that it might be more reasonable to ‘blot out’ the dead candidate’s name

from the social preference ordering generated when the Borda rule is applied to the original set of

candidates. While this ‘global’ Borda rule still violates IIA, it is consistent in the face of agenda

contraction. One can argue whether it is more reasonable to ‘blot out’ a dead candidate’s name before

or after the application of the aggregation rule (and whether this has anything to do with IIA), but

what we really want is a rule under which it does not matter at which stage the dead candidate’s name

is ‘blotted out’.  Furthermore, Mackie’s suggestion that we might use the ‘global’ Borda rule to avoid

consistency problems does not help when the agenda expands rather than contracts. More generally,

any practical notion of a ‘global’ Borda rule is ill-defined because the ‘global’ set of alternatives is

difficult or impossible to specify in the context of real-world voting.

In any event, majority rule (and its variants) has this desired property. Blotting out a dead

candidate’s name from every ballot ranking and then applying majority rule produces the same social

preference relation as simply blotting out the candidate’s name from the original social preference

relation. Moreover, inserting a new candidate’s name into ballot rankings and then applying majority

rule does not affect the original social preference relationships. Again, the rub is that majority rule

is not a fully specified voting rule; once some mechanism for breaking cycles is specified,

inconsistencies may reappear.

The connection between consistency and IIA is contested. Ray (1973) claims they are

logically independent. Dasgupta and Maskin (2008: footnotes 6 and 7) and Sen (2014: endnote 6)

both suggest they are virtually interchangeable. Bordes and Tideman (1992: 183) claim that Arrow’s

theorem means that ‘all reasonable, real-world voting rules violate C [consistency]’ but that this

follows from Arrow’s requirement that social choice derive from a transitive social welfare function,

not the IIA condition itself.  I leave it to expert social choice theorists to sort this out but remain

12     The susceptibility of US elections to ‘spoilers’ (such as Nader in 2000) is the dominant and

recurring complaint in William Poundstone’s book on Gaming the Vote: Why Elections Aren’t Fair (2008). In

more formal social choice theory, ‘strategic candidacy’ (e.g., Dutta et al. 2001) and ‘independence of clones’

(Tideman 1987) pertain to related problems.
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confident that Arrow’s theorem implies that lack of spoilerproofness joins lack of strategyproofness

as the two unavoidable problematic features of all minimally democratic voting rules.13 

As a preference aggregation rule, majority rule avoids both problems but it is not a fully

specified voting rule. But while the failure of non-pairwise voting rules to comply with IIA seems to

be pretty generic, the failure of majority rule to comply with transitivity seems to be considerably less

generic. Indeed, Dasgupta and Maskin (2008) show that majority rule is ‘robust’ in that it satisfies

all the conditions in May’s (and therefore Arrow’s) impossibility theorem over a more extensive

domain of profiles than any other practicable aggregation rule. However, this result leaves open the

question of how extensive that most extensive domain is.

Much analysis of the frequency of the cyclical majorities phenomenon has focused on the

proportion of all logically possible profiles (or anonymous profiles) that generate majority rule cycles.

Given three alternatives and many voters, about 8.7% of all profiles (and 6.3% of anonymous

profiles) produce cycles (Gehrlein and  Lepelley 2011: 21) but these frequencies increase as the

number of alternatives increases. However, assuming that every logically possible profile is equally

likely to arise (the so-called ‘impartial culture’ assumption) is in effect to assume the absence of any

‘culture’ at all — that is, the absence of any characteristic structuring of voter preferences. As such,

this assumption is not only unrealistic but, because it entails a virtual majority tie between almost

every pair of alternatives, it is also in effect the worst-case scenario with respect to the frequency of

cycles (Tsetlin et al. 2003). For example, Feld and Grofman (1986 and 1988) show that even a slight

tendency toward single-peakedness greatly reduces the frequency of cycles. Moreover, even if

majority rule over some very large set of ‘potential’ alternatives is highly cyclic, it remains true that

it is rather unlikely that majority rule over a small agenda of alternatives drawn out of this very large

set (as actual candidates in an election or actual proposals before a legislature) produces a cycle.14

Apart from such theoretical studies, only a few (perhaps a couple of dozen; see Gehrlein and 

Lepelley 2011: 13) empirical examples of cyclical majorities have been identified, and Mackie (2003)

has disputed many of these claims. In part, the failure to find more empirical examples results from

the fact that appropriate data — that is, ballot profiles of three or more alternatives —  is rarely

available. Election results and surveys typically produce only information about the distribution of

first preferences, and parliamentary voting procedures do not take enough pairwise votes to reveal

cycles.  In the few cases in which appropriate data are available — for example, individual ballots

under a voting rule that requires voters to rank candidates — cyclical majorities are occasionally

found but appear to be quite exceptional and rarely if ever appear as top cycles (e.g., Chamberlin et

al. 1984, Feld and Grofman 1992; Tideman 2006: 99-106).  Perhaps Dahl and Lindbloom’s early

claim that the cyclical majority phenomenon is only a minor difficulty for majority rule is justified. It

13     However, these two problematic features may tend to counteract one another; in any case, this is true

with respect to plurality rule (Dowding and Van Hees 2008).

14     In particular, the notorious McKelvey (1976, 1979) ‘global cycling theorem’ pertaining to majority

rule over a space of two or more dimensions does not imply that a cycle exists (or is even likely to exist) over a

small set of arbitrarily selected points in the space.
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is noteworthy that two eminent social choice theorists (Maskin and Sen 2017) recently advocated

majority rule for US presidential primaries and elections and barely bother to take note of the cyclical

majorities problem.

In summary, Arrow’s theorem implies that, given three or more alternatives, no minimally

democratic voting rules can be either strategyproof or spoilerproof. As a preference aggregation rule,

majority rule avoids both problems, but it is not a fully specified voting rule because of the cyclical

majorities problem. Yet this problem may in practice be very modest in scope.

To reinforce this conclusion, I end with an anecdote.  About twenty years ago, a colleague

in another social science department at UMBC contacted me with a query (which here I paraphrase

and no doubt embellish somewhat): ‘Nick, I understand you are an expert on election methods, so

maybe you can give me some advice. I’m in charge of our department’s balloting to rank and choose

candidates for faculty positions. Of course, we use the usual rank-order [i.e., Borda] method, but I’ve

noticed it has two problems. First, it often encourages faculty members to submit ranking of

candidates that clearly do not reflect their actual preferences. Second, how we end up ranking

candidates sometimes depends on exactly which candidates we include on the ballot. Is there some

other voting method that we could use to avoid these problems?’ I replied that in principle the answer

to his question was ‘No’ (Arrow’s theorem and all that). But I suggested that he announce to his

colleagues that henceforth faculty candidates would be ranked on the basis of majority rule. I noted

that it was logically possible that this method might fail to rank the candidates but I thought it was

unlikely his department would ever confront this problem in practice, and I asked him to let me know

if the problem ever arose. I never heard back (which is just as well, since I do not know what I would

have recommended in that event).

Acknowledgements: For helpful comments, I thank Jac Heckelman, Dan Felsenthal, and Michel Le Breton.
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